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UMC Survival Kit

Devised within the year, YE 30 the survival kit was created to fulfill a role previously filled by two
separate kits. As such, manufacturers, as well as the respective nations involved agreed to make one
solid kit. This meant uniformity, therefore cutting down costs of two separate kits, and mass production
on both sides, each side sharing half the cost of production in regards to the corporate firms involved.

Description

The UMC Survival Kit was devised by the United Manufacturing Cooperative in the year YE 30 as a way to
aid Peacekeeper Forces and Lorath Matriarchy soldiers survive if stranded. The need also arose due to a
significant lack of a survival kit for either side. These kits were made to be rugged and durable, and are
therefore constructed of a plastic/stonethread fiber weave for the case. Inside are four large 'tackle box'
style trays holding various supplies needed for everyday survival kept in a memory foam to maintain
their security and integrity.

Tray One, Medical

2x Small Scale Medical Drones
1x 'Portable' First Aid Kit
1x Interactive Guide to First Aid

Tray Two, Rations

One Week's Worth of Ration Bars (High in Nutrients and Calories)
Four, One Liter Water Bottles
1x Full Canteen Kit
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Tray Three, Basic Survival Tools

15m of Thin Stonethread Rope
1x Durandium Knife with a extremely thin Nerimium Edge, and molded Sheath for easy carrying
(lower half is serrated). Also included in the hollowed out hilt is a length of Stonethread String, and
hooks. Also is a small packaged “Energy Nugget”. The cap of the hilt is made of Firesteel Material.
1x“Multi-Tool” Pocket Knife (Think Swiss Army.)
1x Small Pack of Firesteel Rods (Fire Starters)
1x Rain Poncho
1x “Tent Kit” Includes Collapsible Rods, and Canvas. Houses Up to Two Persons
1x Pack of Ten: Neon Green Glow Sticks
1x Blanket with thermal inlay
1x Laminated Copy of a Survival Guide

Tray Four, Electronics, and more Survival Tools

1x M'cel Flare Launcher included is a small box of both Magnesium, and Radio-Isotope Tracking
Flares and Shells. The M'cel's handle has been removed.

1x Rugged Flashlight, Linear Generator Included within (Shake it to provide power to the battery.)

Built into the interior of the top cover of the kit's case is a OLED display used to access the built in radio
transmitter, and subspace beacon. Powering these three systems is a Ultra-portable cybernetic unit sized
QNC embedded into the bottom most section of the case.

Subspace Distress Beacon and Radio Transmitter

Also included within the kit is a Subspace Distress Beacon, and Radio Transmitter. Both of which are
powered by the kit's on board power cell. The radio signal has a theoretical unlimited range, but practical
range is short, since the waves only travel at light-speed. The radio transmitter includes a small system
for sending, and receiving communications.

The other is a Subspace Distress Beacon that utilizes power from the on board power cell. This beacon
sends out an automated message through subspace. However, the automated message can be changed
to a customizable one via the OLED display through the beacon's menu.

OOC Notes

This page was originally made by Soresu.

It was approved by Wes on 8/2/2009 in this thread.
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